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Abstract
Risk-Adjusted-Return-On-Capital (RAROC) is a loan-pricing criterion under which

a bank sets the loan term such that a certain rate of return is achieved on the reg-

ulatory capital required by the Basel regulation. Some banks calculate the amount

of regulatory capital for each loan under the standardized approach (“standardized

banks,” the regulatory capital is proportional to the loan amount), and others under

the internal rating-based (IRB) approach (“IRB banks,” the regulatory capital is

related to the Value-at-Risk of the loan). This article examines the impact of the

RAROC criterion on the bank’s loan-pricing decision and the retailer’s inventory

decision. We find that among the loan terms that satisfy the bank’s RAROC criterion,

the one that benefits the retailer the most requires the bank to specify an inventory

advance rate in addition to the interest rate. Under this loan term, the retailer’s inven-

tory level is more sensitive to his asset level when facing an IRB bank compared to a

standardized bank. An IRB (standardized) loan leads to higher profit and inventory

level for retailers with high (low) asset. For retailers with medium asset, an IRB loan

results in a higher retailer profit but a lower consumer welfare. Calibrated numer-

ical study reveals that the benefit of choosing standardized banks (relative to IRB

banks) can be as high as 30% for industries with severe capital constraints, volatile

demands, and low profit margins, highlighting the importance for retailers to care-

fully choose the type of banks to borrow from. When the interest rate is capped by

regulation, retailers borrowing from a standardized bank are more likely to be influ-

enced by the interest rate cap than those borrowing from an IRB bank. Under strong

empire-building incentives (the bank will offer loan terms to maximize the size of

the loan), retailers with medium initial asset level shift their preference from IRB

banks to standardized banks.

KEYWORDS

Basel regulation, inventory financing, inventory management, operations–finance

interface, RAROC

1 INTRODUCTION

Inventory financing, a common type of asset-based financ-

ing, is widely used in practice (Foley et al., 2012). In

2018, the total amount of outstanding asset-based loans in

the United States is $106.6 billion, accounting for 43% of

lenders’ total credit commitments. Industries featuring heavy

inventory investment especially rely on this form of financ-

ing. In particular, retailers, which constitute 10% of the overall

population of asset-based borrowers, consistently rank first

among all sectors in the usage of asset-based loans (Commer-

cial Finance Association, 2018).

Given the strategic importance of inventory financing

to retailers, the way that inventory financing terms are
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determined has significant implications on the retailer’s

inventory decisions. In practice, inventory financing terms

commonly consist of an interest rate and an inventory advance

rate, which is the maximum percentage of the value of

inventory that a lender is willing to extend for a loan

(OCC, 2014). In the past, when pricing inventory-based loans,

banks adopted the expected profit criterion, under which a

bank loan is priced so that its expected profit (interest revenue

minus expected loss) equals zero when the lending market

is competitive.1 Recently, this criterion has been increasingly

criticized for its failure to fully account for the distribution

of the loan loss, to which banks pay close attention for a

variety of reasons (The Economist, 2009, 2011, 2012). There-

fore, starting in the 1990s, more and more banks began to

adopt the Risk-Adjusted-Return-On-Capital (RAROC) crite-

rion in loan pricing. According to a survey conducted by

the Federal Reserve (Jones, 1998), the majority of US finan-

cial institutions switched to RAROC criterion in 1990s. A

2011 McKinsey report further confirms the prevalence of

RAROC criterion based on a survey of worldwide banks

(Baer et al., 2011).

Originally developed by the Bankers Trust in the 1970s,

RAROC is defined as the ratio of the expected profit of the

loan (also known as risk-adjusted returns) over the amount

of economic capital that ensures the bank’s survival if the

loan defaults (Matten, 1996). Under the RAROC criterion, the

bank prices the loan such that the RAROC calculated based

on this loan is no less than the bank’s cost of (core) capi-

tal. As this approach takes into account the cost that banks

need to bear associated with holding the economic capital,

the RAROC criterion is recognized to be more appropriate

in loan pricing than the expected profit criterion. While the

original RAROC definition leaves banks with some freedom

in determining the amount of economic capital for each loan,

recently, the economic capital under the RAROC approach is

commonly calculated based on the capital adequacy guideline

outlined in the Basel Accord, the global regulatory framework

on banking (Basel Committee, 2006). Specifically, there are

two commonly adopted approaches that banks use to calculate

the economic capital as governed by the Basel regulation (reg-
ulatory capital): the standardized approach, and the internal
rating-based (IRB) approach. When banks adopt the stan-

dardized approach (“standardized bank”), regulatory capital

for a loan equals a fixed proportion of the face value of the

loan. For banks following the IRB approach (“IRB bank”),

regulatory capital is calculated based on the Value-at-Risk

(VaR) of the loan. The capital regulation approach is a bank

level decision, once the bank has decided on its capital reg-

ulation approach, this approach applies to all loans the bank

issues. Compared to the standardized approach, the IRB

approach is more sensitive to the riskiness of loans. However,

adopting the IRB approach requires higher fixed costs (e.g.,

1We note that in the OM-Finance Interface literature, this expected profit is

also commonly referred as expected value (Tanrisever et al., 2015).

for the installation of a sophisticated risk management sys-

tem), which may deter small banks from using this approach.

As such, in the United States, the IRB approach is mandatory

for large banks but not for small ones (Hakenes & Schn-

abel, 2011). In practice, the two approaches also co-exist.

For example, Cummings and Durrani (2016) report that in an

investigation into 23 Australian banks, five of them adopt the

IRB approach, whereas the 18 relatively small banks follow

the standardized approach.

Motivated by the wide adoption of the regulatory

capital-based RAROC criterion in the banking industry, this

article focuses on the implication of RAROC criterion, as

well as the different approaches that banks adopt in calculat-

ing regulatory capital, on banks’ inventory-based loan pricing

terms, and on retailers’ inventory decisions and performances.

To do so, we model the interaction between a bank and a

newsvendor-type retailer, who has a limited amount of initial

asset and thus may need to obtain bank financing to invest

in inventory. As the Stackelberg leader, the bank sets the

loan term based on its specific regulation approach, which

includes an interest rate and an inventory advance rate, under

the RAROC criterion. That is, the loan’s RAROC under the

retailer’s best response equals to the bank’s cost of capital.

The retailer follows by deciding the order quantity and the

amount to borrow subject to the constraint imposed by the

inventory advance rate.

Under this model, we find that with RAROC as the only

performance criterion, a bank, either a standardized or an IRB

one, is indifferent along a continuum of (𝜆, r) pairs, which we

refer to as the indifference curve of loan terms, for a given cost

of capital. Along the indifference curves, when the inventory

advance rate (𝜆) is low, in anticipation that the retailer will use

up all the credit offered and therefore increase the borrowing

amount as 𝜆 increases, the bank needs to raise interest rate

to sustain the required RAROC level (the binding credit limit

region). For sufficiently large 𝜆, the credit limit is no longer

binding, and thus the interest rate is independent of 𝜆 (the

non-binding credit limit region).

Among the loan terms that satisfy the bank’s RAROC

criterion, the one that maximizes the retailer’s payoff (the

Pareto dominant loan term) falls in the interior of the bind-

ing credit limit region. That is, both the interest rate and

inventory advance rate are necessary levers to induce the

retailer’s optimal decision. This is different from the model

where the retailer first determines the order quantity and

the bank responds with a competitive interest rate (e.g., Xu

& Birge, 2004), in which the interest rate is the only lever

needed to properly incentivize the retailer. Under this Pareto

dominant loan term, the inventory quantity decreases with

the bank’s cost of capital and regulatory capital adequacy

ratio. Further, this inventory level depends crucially on the

approach under which the regulatory capital is calculated.

In general, low-risk retailers (characterized by large initial

assets) are able to order more under IRB banks than under

standardized banks while high-risk retailers stock more under
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standardized banks. This is because the regulatory capital

under the IRB approach is more sensitive to the retailer’s

default risk, and thus the IRB bank charges a lower interest

rate for low-risk retailers, while charging a higher interest rate

for high-risk retailers compared to the standardized bank. For

the same reason, with the option to choose between standard-

ized banks and IRB ones, low-risk retailers prefer to borrow

from IRB banks, while high-risk retailers favor standard-

ized banks. However, for retailers with intermediate initial

assets, IRB loans result in a higher retailer payoff, yet a lower

inventory level, thus hurting consumers. This discrepancy

is driven by the fact that the retailer’s profit is a reflection

of the cumulative financial cost, while the order quantity is

determined by the marginal cost, which is more sensitive

to the retailer’s asset level. Based on a calibrated numerical

study, we find that firms’ preference between standardized

and IRB banks is relatively robust across industries with dif-

ferent demand variabilities and profit margins. However, the

potential benefit of choosing standardized banks versus IRB

banks can be as high as 30% for industries with severe capital

constraints, volatile demands, and low profit margins. Thus,

severely capital-constrained firms would still prefer standard-

ized banks even when IRB banks enjoy a lower cost of capital

than standardized ones. For less financially constrained firms,

a moderate increase in the standardized banks’ cost of capi-

tal only nudge a small fraction of the firms to switch to IRB

banks.

While the Pareto dominant loan term leads to the highest

profit to the retailer, in practice, banks may face other con-

siderations that influence their loan term decisions, which in

turn affect the retailer’s preference between standardized and

IRB banks. For example, banks may face a cap on the inter-

est rate that the loan bears, a regulatory restriction commonly

adopted by governments, especially in the developing world

(Maimbo & Gallegos, 2014). In this case, interest rate caps

affect less retailers under the IRB approach than under the

standardized one. In addition to external restrictions such as

interest rate caps, banks’ decisions are inevitably bound to

their agents’ behavior. For example, as managers’ compen-

sation is often linked to the amount of loan they generated

(Berg et al., 2013), they may exhibit empire building behav-

iors, that is, offering loan terms that maximize the size of

the loan subject to the RAROC criterion. Under such behav-

ior, we find that while low-risk (high-risk) retailers still prefer

IRB banks (standardized banks), retailers with medium initial

asset shift their preference from IRB banks to standardized

banks. In summary, by introducing the RAROC criterion and

two different approaches in calculating regulatory capital to

the context of inventory financing, we show that the specific

approach that the bank adopts in loan pricing has significant

impact on operational decisions. Given the prevalence of the

RAROC criterion and the regulatory capital requirement, our

findings suggest that operational managers and financial pro-

fessionals take into account their impact on loan terms when

making relevant business decisions.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the

related literature. The model is presented in Section 3. We

analyze the bank’s loan term decision under the RAROC cri-

terion in Section 4, and the retailer’s inventory choice and

banking preference in Section 5. Section 6 extends the model

by incorporating other practical considerations the bank may

face. We conclude the article in Section 7. All proofs are in

the Online appendix.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Our work is closely related to two streams of research: (1) the

interface of operations and finance literature; (2) the finance

literature on the financial implication of the RAROC criterion

and capital regulations.

Focusing on the impact of RAROC in inventory decisions,

our article belongs to the literature on the interface of oper-

ations and finance. We complement the extant literature in

that, unlike most papers in this literature, which consider

the expected profit as the bank’s decision criterion (e.g., Xu

& Birge, 2004), we focus on the case where banks operate

under the RAROC criterion. To the best of our knowledge,

this article is the first to consider the RAROC criterion in

the context of inventory financing. This framework allows

us not only to connect RAROC and regulatory capital to

other sources of financial frictions when the bank offers the

Pareto dominant loan terms, but also examine the implication

of RAROC and regulatory capital on operational decisions

when such Pareto dominant loan terms are prohibited due to

internal incentive conflict (e.g., empire building) or external

restrictions (e.g., interest rate cap). Under the Pareto dom-

inant loan terms, we establish the RAROC criterion and

regulatory capital requirement as a form of financial friction

that links the firm’s financial situation and operational deci-

sions under the classic Modigiliani–Miller framework. In this

aspect, our article is related to those that examine firms’ opti-

mal operational decisions in the presence of various forms of

financial market frictions, such as cost of financial distress

(Boyabatl𝚤 & Toktay, 2011; Kouvelis & Zhao, 2011; Yang

& Birge, 2018), tax (Chod & Zhou, 2013; Hsu et al., 2019;

Xiao et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018), information asymmetry

(Alan & Gaur, 2018; Cai et al., 2014; Lai & Xiao, 2018;

Ning & Babich, 2018; Tang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019),

bank’s market power (Buzacott & Zhang, 2004; Dada &

Hu, 2008), and transaction cost (Hu et al., 2018; Tanrisever

et al., 2018; Tanr𝚤sever et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015). Our

article complements the above ones by introducing RAROC

and regulatory capital as a source of financial friction, and

quantifying its impact on firms’ inventory decisions in a

unique fashion. For example, the co-existence of the standard-

ized approach and IRB approach allows the specific form of

the financial friction to be an endogenous choice based on

the retailer’s risk profile. In addition, as the IRB approach

is related to VaR, our work is also connected to the papers

focusing on risk-averse players (Chen et al., 2007; Gaur &
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Seshadri, 2005), and in particular those related to VaR and

CVaR (Kouvelis & Li, 2019; Park et al., 2017; Tomlin &

Wang, 2005). In our article, even though both players are

risk-neutral, the regulatory capital requirement under the IRB

approach induces certain risk-aversion-like behavior. Finally,

see Osadchiy et al. (2015), Peura et al. (2017), Yi et al. (2017),

Wu et al. (2019) and reference within for other related works

in the interface area of operations and finance. In general, this

article contributes to the OM-Finance interface literature by

introducing the RAROC criterion to the OM-Finance inter-

face literature, and quantifying the impact of bank capital

regulation, which is a type of under-studied financial market

friction, on retailers’ inventory decisions and financial perfor-

mances. Comparing with other forms of financial frictions, its

unique impacts merit our attention.

In the finance literature, the RAROC criterion in banking

has been examined in the context of risk pricing (Jones, 1998;

Karandikar et al., 2007; Prokopczuk et al., 2007), portfo-

lio management (Rossi, 2011), and performance evaluation

(James, 1996). Differently, our article studies the impact of

the RAROC criterion in a classic operations management

context by taking into consideration the interaction between

the bank and the borrower (the retailer) under endogenous

operational decisions. In addition, given its importance, bank

capital regulation has also been examined theoretically and

empirically in the banking literature. On the empirical side,

Wallen (2017) quantifies the impact of bank capital regulation

on loan pricing. Schwert (2018) finds that bank-dependent

firms tend to borrow from well-capitalized banks, while firms

with access to the public bond market borrow from banks with

less capital. Our results complement these papers by show-

ing that bank capital regulation significantly influences firms’

lending rates and choice of banks in practice. On the mod-

eling side, our article is closely related to Ruthenberg and

Landskroner (2008), who compare loan pricing between the

standardized approach and the IRB approach. Similar to their

paper, we also show that categorically, low-risk borrowers

will be attracted to IRB banks, while high-risk ones pre-

fer standardized banks. Differently, by endogenizing firms’

operational decision, our article reveals on how firms’ opera-

tional parameters affect banks’ loan pricing and how banking

parameters, such as capital adequacy ratio and cost of capi-

tal, influence firms’ operational decisions. For example, we

show that while the IRB approach may generate higher profit

for the retailer of medium risk level compared to the standard-

ized approach, it leads a lower inventory level, thus hurting

consumers. Thus, at a high level, our article contributes to the

finance and banking literature by deepening the understand-

ing of bank capital regulation on the real economy.

3 THE MODEL

Consider a single-period model consisting of a capital-

constrained retailer (“he”) who faces newsvendor-type uncer-

tain demands, and a bank (“she”) who operates in a fully

competitive banking sector where loan terms are determined

such that the bank’s RAROC criterion is satisfied. According

to Matten (1996), the bank’s RAROC is defined as:

RAROC =
Risk − Adjusted Return

(Regulatory) Capital

=
Interest Income − Expected Loss

(Regulatory) Capital
. (1)

Under the RAROC criterion, the bank sets the loan term,

which includes an interest rate (r) and an inventory advance

rate (𝜆) so that the loan’s RAROC equals the bank’s cost of

capital 𝛿 > 0,2 as market competition prohibits the bank from

earning a RAROC strictly higher than her cost of capital.

By the above definition, we note that the RAROC criterion

can be seen as a generalization of the expected profit crite-

rion, which prices a loan so that the interest income equals to

the expected loss (Xu & Birge, 2004). Indeed, when either the

bank’s regulatory capital is zero or her cost of capital equals

to the risk-free rate, which we normalize to zero, the RAROC

criterion degenerates to the expected profit one. However, in

practice, the bank’s cost of capital is strictly higher than the

risk-free rate. For example, between 1998 and 2018, the aver-

age cost of capital among US banks is 5% above the 3-month

treasury bill rate, a commonly used proxy for the risk-free

rate.3 In addition, banks are required to hold a certain amount

of regulatory capital for each loan under the Basel Accord.

Thus, practically, the RAROC criterion significantly deviates

from the expected profit one, and the deviation depends criti-

cally on the calculation of the regulatory capital. Specifically,

according to the Basel regulation, regulatory capital is cal-

culated by either the standardized approach (the amount of

regulatory capital equals to a proportion of the loan amount),

and the IRB approach (the amount of regulatory capital is

related to the Value-at-Risk of the loan). The technical details

of these two approaches are described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3,

respectively.

On the retailer side, the newsvendor-type retailer faces

an uncertain demand, which is characterized by the ran-

dom variable ũ, with the probability density function (PDF)

f (⋅), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is F(⋅), and

the failure rate is z(⋅) = f (⋅)∕F(⋅), which is assumed to

be non-decreasing. Endowed with an initial asset A≥ 0, the

retailer needs to decide the order quantity q at unit wholesale

price c. He seeks for bank financing when A is insufficient

for his inventory investment cq. The retail price of each unit

of inventory is p. Unsold inventory are salvaged at unit price

s. To avoid trivial cases, we assume s< c≤ c(1+ r)≤ p. The

retailer is risk-neutral with the objective to maximize his

expected profit at the end of the sales season.

2𝛿 can also be interpreted as the return the bank demanded on the regulatory

capital (i.e., core equity capital). This parameter is only relevant when the

bank is required to hold positive amount of capital.
3The 3-month treasury bill rates are gathered from the website of U.S.

Department of the Treasury. Banks’ cost of capital is estimated by Aswath

Damodaran (2018).
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The sequence of events for our model is as follows. At the

beginning of the sales season, the bank, either a standardized

one or an IRB one,4 sets the loan term (r, 𝜆). Under the loan

term, the retailer decides the order quantity q, loan amount L,

which is no more than the bank’s credit limit L = 𝜆cq. After

pledging inventory to the bank, the retailer receives loan and

pays cq to procure the inventory. At the end of the sales sea-

son, demand is realized. We denote the realization of ũ as

u. The retailer earns revenue by both realizing market sales

p min(u, q) and liquidating leftover inventory s max(q− u, 0).

The retailer is of limited liability and repays his loan obliga-

tion to the extent possible. As such, the retailer will not default

if his revenue p min(u, q)+ s max(q− u, 0) is no less than the

loan obligation L(1+ r). Otherwise, the retailer defaults and

transfers all his remaining assets to the bank.

Before closing, we note that the sequence of events

in our model is consistent with other papers focusing

on inventory financing (Alan & Gaur, 2018; Buzacott &

Zhang, 2004). This sequence differs from some other papers

in the OM-Finance Interface literature, which assume that the

retailer acts as the Stackelberg leader that proposes the bor-

rowing amount and the bank responds with an equilibrium

interest rate (Kouvelis & Zhao, 2011; Tang et al., 2018; Xu

& Birge, 2004). However, as shown later, this bank-leading

formulation of the game not only leads to the same inventory

decision as under the retailer-lead formulation under a spe-

cific case, but also better enables us to extend the model along

different dimensions in Section 6.

4 LOAN PRICING UNDER RAROC

We conduct the analysis by backward induction, starting with

the retailer’s inventory decision under exogenous loan terms

(r, 𝜆), and then the bank’s choice of loan terms to satisfy the

RAROC criterion in anticipation of the retailer’s inventory

decision.

4.1 Retailer’s order quantity under exogenous loan
terms

According to the model, the retailer’s profit at the end of

the sales season under inventory quantity q and borrowing

amount L is

Π(q,L) = (p min(u, q)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
Sales revenue

+ s max(q − u, 0)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Salvage value

+ A + L − cq
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
Leftover cash

− L(1 + r)
⏟⏟⏟

Loan obligation

)+ − A. (2)

Since the retailer is of limited liability, his cash position

after repaying the bank’s loan, which is Π(q, L)+A, will

4Following practice (Cummings & Durrani, 2016), we assume that the bank’s

type (its regulatory capital approach) is exogenous to our model.

always be non-negative. As the interest rate of the bank loan

is no less than the risk-free rate, the retailer only borrows

the shortage amount to pay his procurement cost in full, that

is, L = (cq−A)+. When the retailer borrows, if the com-

bined value of the sales revenue and salvage value pmin(u,

q)+ smax(q− u, 0) is smaller than the loan principal and

interest L(1+ r), or equivalently, if the realized demand u is

smaller than the default threshold k(q) ≔ max
(

0, L(1+r)−sq
p−s

)
,

the loan defaults. Note that when r < s
𝜆c

− 1, that is, L(1 +
r) < sq, the salvage value of the inventory alone is sufficient

for repaying the loan, and hence the retailer never defaults

regardless of the order quantity. Thus, the following analysis

focuses on the non-trivial case with r ≥ s
𝜆c

− 1. Maximizing

his expected profit E[Π(q,L)] under the bank’s credit limit

L ≤ L = 𝜆cq, the retailer obtains his optimal order quantity

as follows.

Lemma 1 Given the bank’s loan price r and
𝜆, ∃ thresholds rn and rbf and threshold function
rbc(𝜆) such that the retailer’s financing strat-
egy and the optimal order quantity q(r, 𝜆) are as
follows.

1. When r ≥ rn, the retailer does not borrow,

and q(r, 𝜆) = min
(

qn,
A
c

)
where qn ≔ F

−1(
c−s
p−s

)
.

2. When r ∈ [rbf , rn), the retailer borrows a
risk-free loan, and q(r, 𝜆) = qbf(r) ≔ F

−1(
c(1+r)−s

p−s

)
.

3. When r ∈ [rbc(𝜆), rbf ), the retailer borrows
a risky loan, and q(r, 𝜆) = qbn(r), which
follows:

F(qbn(r)) =
c(1 + r) − s

p − s
F(k(qbn(r))). (3)

The loan amount satisfies L < L = 𝜆cq(r, 𝜆),
that is, the credit limit is not binding.

4. When r < rbc(𝜆), the retailer borrows a risky
loan, the order quantity q(r, 𝜆) = qbc(𝜆) ≔

A
c(1−𝜆)

. The loan amount L = L = 𝜆cq(r, 𝜆),
that is, the credit limit is binding.

For expositional brevity, the expressions of thresholds rn
and rbf and function rbc(𝜆) are given in the proof of Lemma 1

in Appendix C online. These thresholds divide the retailer’s

optimal order quantity into four regions, as illustrated in

Figure 1. When the interest rate is sufficiently high (r ≥ rn),

the retailer does not borrow. In this region, if the retailer has

abundant initial asset (A≥ cqn), he orders up to the classical

newsvendor quantity qn; otherwise, the retailer uses up all

his initial asset and orders A/c. As the bank lowers the inter-

est rate, the retailer begins to borrow. Specifically, when the

interest rate is between rbf and rn, the retailer borrows a small

amount. In this case, as the inventory’s liquidation value is
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FIGURE 1 Interest rate boundaries. Parameter values for the above figure: p = 1.5, c = 1, s = 0.3, A = 1.5, demand follows an exponential distribution with

mean 10. Shaded region corresponds to the case with r < s
𝜆c

− 1, which is not of primary interest in our article as the value of salvage inventory alone is

sufficient for replaying the loan, and hence the retailer never defaults regardless of the order quantity [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

enough to repay the bank’s loan obligation, the loan is not

subject to any default risk. As the interest rate decreases,

the retailer borrows more and the loan is subject to default

risk. In this region, the retailer’s inventory decision depends

crucially on the inventory advance rate (𝜆). When 𝜆 is suf-

ficiently high, which corresponds to the non-binding credit

limit region in Figure 1, the bank’s credit limit exceeds the

retailer’s actual financing need, thus inventory advance rate

has no impact on the retailer’s ordering decision. This is

reflected in the fact that the retailer’s order quantity in this

region, qbn(r), does not depend on 𝜆. However, for a lower

𝜆, the retailer’s order quantity is limited by the inventory

advance rate. As such, qbc(𝜆) increases in 𝜆.

Corollary 1 rn and rbf decrease in the
retailer’s asset (A). rbc(𝜆) decreases in A and 𝜆.

The decreasing relationship between interest rate bound-

aries (rn, rbf , and rbc(𝜆)) and the retailer’s initial asset con-

firms that low-risk retailers (with high initial assets) are less

willing to borrow if the bank charges a high interest rate.

On the other hand, low-risk retailers are also less likely to

encounter a binding credit limit.

4.2 Loan terms under the standardized approach

With the retailer’s best response under exogenous loan terms,

we move to examine the bank’s decision of loan terms under

the RAROC criterion. We first consider the case when the

amount of regulatory capital under RAROC is calculated

under the standardized approach. The standardized approach

is established in the Basel I Accord (Basel Committee, 1988)

as the basic method for banks to calculate their regula-

tory capital. Under this approach, the regulatory capital in

Equation (1) is calculated as a fixed percentage of the face

value of the loan, regardless of the loan’s underlying risk.

That is,

CS = 𝛽SL, (4)

where 𝛽S is the capital adequacy ratio under the standard-

ized approach.5 The Basel I Accord (Basel Committee, 1988)

specifies 𝛽S to be at least 8%. In practice, 𝛽S vary in differ-

ent countries according to their own regulations. For example,

after the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, US strengthened its

capital requirement by increasing 𝛽S to 10.5% (Walter, 2019).

In addition, as it is unreasonable for banks to hold more regu-

latory capital than the maximum loss of the loan, we assume

𝛽S < 1− s/c. The calculation of CS implies as long as two

firms borrow the same amount, a standardized bank reserves

the same amount of capital for the two firms, irrespective of

the possible differences of the riskiness of the loans. For this

reason, the standardized approach is generally recognized as

risk-insensitive.

To calculate the loan’s expected loss, we note that if real-

ized demand u is less than the retailer’s default threshold

k(q) = max
(

0, L(1+r)−sq
p−s

)
, the retailer defaults and transfers

the remaining asset sq(r, 𝜆)+ (p− s)u to the bank. Therefore,

the bank’s expected loss (EL) in Equation (1) is

EL = (p − s)
(

k(q(r, 𝜆)) − ∫
k(q(r,𝜆))

0

F(u)du
)
. (5)

As the bank collects an interest income of rL when the loan

does not default, following Equation (1), the RAROC crite-

rion under the standardized approach and loan term (r, 𝜆) can

be expressed as6

RS(r, 𝜆) =
rL − (p − s)

[
k(q(r, 𝜆)) − ∫ k(q(r,𝜆))

0
F(u)du

]
𝛽SL

. (6)

Let rS(𝜆; 𝛿) be the interest rate such that under this rate, the

inventory advance rate 𝜆, and the retailer’s equilibrium order

quantity q(rS(𝜆; 𝛿), 𝜆) from Lemma 1, the bank’s RAROC

5We use superscript S and I to represent the standardized approach and the

IRB approach, respectively.
6When 𝛽S = 0, the RAROC criterion in fraction format becomes irrelevant

and the bank prices according to the traditional expected profit criterion.
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FIGURE 2 Banks’s RAROC indifference map under the standardized approach. Parameter values: p = 1.5, c = 1, s = 0.3, A = 1.5, 𝛽S = 8%, demand follows

an exponential distribution with mean 10 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

equals to 𝛿, that is, RS(rS(𝜆; 𝛿), 𝜆) = 𝛿.7 Put differently, using

RAROC as the sole criterion, the bank is indifferent along the

curve (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)). The properties of these RAROC indiffer-

ence curves are summarized in the following proposition and

further illustrated in Figure 2.

Proposition 1 When the bank calculates
her regulatory capital under the standard-
ized approach, her RAROC indifference curve
(𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)) satisfy:

1. When rS(𝜆; 𝛿)∈ (rbc(𝜆), rbf ) (the non-
binding credit limit region), rS(𝜆; 𝛿)

increases in 𝛿.

2. When rS(𝜆; 𝛿)≤ rbc(𝜆) (the binding credit
limit region), rS(𝜆; 𝛿) increases in 𝛿 and 𝜆.

For 𝜆> 0.5, rS(𝜆; 𝛿) is convex on 𝜆.

According to Proposition 1, when the bank’s RAROC indif-

ference curve (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)) falls in the non-binding credit limit

region, rS(𝜆, 𝛿) is independent of 𝜆 as the retailer orders a

fixed quantity independent of 𝜆. On the other hand, as the

per unit cost of capital (𝛿) increases, the bank demands for a

higher RAROC, and hence raises the interest rate to increase

her interest income.

Similarly, when the indifference curve falls in the binding

credit limit region, the increase in 𝛿 also leads to a higher

interest rate when 𝜆 is kept constant. In addition, instead of

raising r, the bank may lower the inventory advance rate (𝜆) to

reduce the regulatory capital requirement, which also results

in a higher RAROC. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which

shows that the indifference curve (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)) shifts up and left

as 𝛿 increases. This upward shape of the indifference curve

also reveals that, when holding 𝛿 constant, the bank charges

a higher interest rate if the retailer is allowed to increase

his leverage (a greater 𝜆). Finally, the convexity of rS(𝜆; 𝛿)

7We show that real solutions exist for RS(rS(𝜆; 𝛿), 𝜆) = 𝛿 in Technical Lemma

3 in Appendix C online.

indicates that when the retailer has already borrowed a large

amount, the required interest rate increase for an additional

unit of borrowing is higher than if the retailer has borrowed a

small amount.

4.3 Loan terms under the IRB approach

Unlike the standardized approach, the internal-rating based

(IRB) approach improves the risk-sensitivity of the RAROC

criterion by calculating the regulatory capital as the dif-

ference between Value-at-Risk (VaR) and expected loss

(Basel Committee, 2006; Cummings & Durrani, 2016;

Krüger et al., 2018; Ruthenberg & Landskroner, 2008),

where VaR is the quantile of the loan’s loss distribution

corresponding to a certain confidence level 𝛼. That is,

Prob ( (p− s)(k(q(r, 𝜆))− u)≤VaR ) = 𝛼, or equivalently,

VaR = (p − s)[k(q(r, 𝜆)) − F−1(1 − 𝛼)]. (7)

The confidence level 𝛼 used in calculating VaR is often related

to the bank’s desired rating and is required to be no less

than 99.9% according to the Basel II Accord (Basel Com-

mittee, 2006, paragraph 346). For example, to maintain a

credit rating of AA, Bank of America capitalizes each of

its business units according to a 99.97% confidence level

(Zaik et al., 1996). Under such high confidence levels, the

associated VaR is often significantly greater than the loan’s

expected loss. However, when the retailer has a very low risk

level, the bank may still estimate the loan as having very

low risk (VaR is close to zero). In this case, Basel II also

requires a minimum capital amount of 𝛽ISL to be reserved

for contingencies, where 𝛽IS is the minimum required capi-

tal adequacy ratio under the IRB approach (Basel Commit-

tee, 2006, paragraphs 285 and 295). This minimum capital

adequacy ratio is often significantly less than that required

by the standardized approach (𝛽S). Combining the above

two scenarios, the regulatory capital under the IRB approach

CI is:

CI = max (VaR − EL, 𝛽ISL ). (8)

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 3 RAROC indifference map under the IRB approach. Parameter values: p = 1.5, c = 1, s = 0.3, A = 1.5, 𝛽IS = 1%, 𝛼 = 99.9%, demand follows an

exponential distribution with mean 10 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Therefore, the RAROC under the IRB approach and loan term

(r, 𝜆) can be expressed as:

RI(r, 𝜆) =
rL − (p − s)

[
k(q(r, 𝜆)) − ∫ k(q(r,𝜆))

0
F(u)du

]
max (VaR − EL, 𝛽ISL )

, (9)

where EL and VaR follows Equations (5) and (7), respectively.

Similar to the case under the standardized approach, we define

rI(𝜆; 𝛿) as RI(rI(𝜆; 𝛿), 𝜆) = 𝛿. That is, the bank is indifferent

along the curve (𝜆, rI(𝜆; 𝛿)) in terms of RAROC. As illus-

trated in Figure 3, these indifference curves exhibit the same

monotonic properties as summarized in Proposition 1 (see the

proof in Appendix xxxx for the formal statement). However,

we note that within the binding credit limit region, rI(𝜆; 𝛿)

increases slowly in 𝜆 when 𝜆 is sufficiently small, and then

increases sharply in 𝜆. This two-phase structure is due to the

way that the regulatory capital is calculated under the IRB

approach: when 𝜆 is small, the retailer is only able to borrow

a small amount, exposing the bank to a minimal level of risk.

Thus, her regulatory capital is governed by CI = 𝛽ISL. How-

ever, as 𝜆 increases, the retailer borrows more and the loan

becomes riskier. Thus, the amount of regulatory capital held

by the bank becomes VaR−EL, which is more sensitive to the

retailer’s borrowing amount than 𝛽ISL. Thus, when extend-

ing the bank’s credit limit (𝜆 increases), the bank needs to

increase the interest rate at a faster pace to maintain a constant

RAROC.

Corollary 2 Given the cost of capital 𝛿, when
rS(𝜆; 𝛿), rI(𝜆; 𝛿)< rbc(𝜆),

𝜕rI (𝜆;𝛿)
𝜕𝜆

> 𝜕rS(𝜆;𝛿)
𝜕𝜆

for
sufficiently large 𝜆.

The slope of a RAROC indifference curve captures the nec-

essary amount of interest rate increase as the bank extends the

retailer’s credit limit, in order to ensure the required RAROC

(𝛿). In the binding region, for sufficiently large 𝜆, CI is cal-

culated as VaR−EL, which is more sensitive to the loan’s

underlying risk than CS. Therefore, for an additional unit of

borrowing, the IRB bank needs to reserve more regulatory

capital than the standardized bank. To compensate for this

bigger capital regulation cost, the IRB bank charges a higher

interest rate for the additional unit of borrowing, leading to

steeper RAROC indifference curves in Figure 3 than those in

Figure 2.

5 INVENTORY DECISION UNDER THE
PARETO DOMINANT LOAN TERM

According to the previous result, with RAROC as the sole cri-

terion, a standardized bank is indifferent among all loan terms

along the curve (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)). Similarly, an IRB bank is indif-

ferent among all loan terms along the curve (𝜆, rI(𝜆; 𝛿)). How-

ever, the retailer’s inventory decision and profitability clearly

vary across different (𝜆, r) pairs along the curve. As illus-

trated in Figure 4, along a standardized bank’s indifference

curve (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)) with 𝛿 = 0.1, as 𝜆 increases, while the

retailer’s order quantity always increases, his expected profit

first increases and then decreases, reaching the maximum

when (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)) falls within the binding credit limit region.

By the definition of rS(𝜆; 𝛿), among all (𝜆, rS(𝜆; 𝛿)), the pair

that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit is the Pareto
dominant one when the bank’s sole criterion is to meet her

RAROC requirement. This Pareto dominant loan term is also

likely to be the equilibrium one when the bank is driven by

market competition or has an incentive to build long-term

relationships with the borrowing firm. Thus, in this section,

we focus on this Pareto dominant loan term.8

5.1 Inventory decision under the standardized
approach

When a standardized bank offers the Pareto dominant loan

term to the retailer, the retailer’s financing strategy and

8In practice, due to other considerations, the bank may not offer this loan

term. See Section 6 for how banks’ other considerations influence the loan

term and the retailer’s inventory decision.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 4 Retailer’s order quantity and expected profit on the RAROC

indifference curve. Parameter values: p = 1.5, c = 1, s = 0.3, A = 1.5,

𝛽S = 8%, 𝛿 = 0.1, demand follows an exponential distribution with mean 10

equilibrium order quantity qS* are summarized in the follow-

ing proposition.

Proposition 2 When the standardized bank
offers the Pareto dominant loan term, the loan
term (𝜆S*, rS*) and the retailer’s order quantity
qS* follow:

1. If A≥ cqS, where qS ≔ F
−1

(
c(1+𝛽S𝛿)−s

p−s

)
, the

retailer does not borrow, and qS∗ = min(
qn,

A
c

)
.

2. If A< cqS, the bank sets 𝜆S∗ = 1 − A
cqS and

rS* = rS(𝜆S*; 𝛿), where rS* < rbc(𝜆S*) for A>

0. The retailer borrows a risky loan, and
qS* = qS.

Proposition 2 shows how the retailer’s inventory level

depends on his initial asset when facing a standardized bank.

When the retailer has an abundant initial asset (A≥ cqn), he

can afford the traditional newsvendor quantity qn without

external financing. When the initial asset is in the intermedi-

ate range (A∈ [cqS, cqn)), the retailer uses up all the initial

asset to purchase inventory A/c, but does not borrow given

the strictly positive interest cost. Finally, as the retailer’s ini-

tial asset further decreases, the retailer borrows and orders

less than the traditional newsvendor amount. This is because

for every additional unit ordered, the retailer needs to bor-

row c from the bank. Under the standardized approach, the

bank is required to hold 𝛽Sc amount of capital, incurring a

cost of 𝛿𝛽Sc, which is eventually passed to the retailer. There-

fore, the retailer’s overage cost is the sum of unit purchasing

cost c and the bank’s unit cost of regulatory capital c𝛽S𝛿,

leading to the order quantity qS, which is lower than the tradi-

tional newsvendor, and is constant for any A that is sufficiently

small (A< cqS). The expression of qS further reveals that the

retailer’s order quantity decreases with the bank’s cost of cap-

ital (𝛿) and the regulatory capital adequacy ratio (𝛽S). Finally,

we note that in order to induce this order quantity, the Pareto

dominant loan term (𝜆S*, rS*) lays in the binding credit limit

region in Figure 2. This confirms that the observation we

made in Figure 4 is a general phenomenon. Thus, inventory

advance rate is a necessary lever the bank needs to apply in

order to deter the retailer from over-borrowing.

5.2 Inventory decision under the IRB approach

Similarly, the retailer’s financing strategy and order quantity

when facing an IRB bank offering the Pareto dominant loan

term under the IRB approach is summarized in the following

proposition.

Proposition 3 When facing an IRB bank
offering the Pareto dominant loan term
(𝜆I*, rI*), there exist asset thresholds AIB and
AIV with AIB >AIV such that:

1. if A≥ cqIS, where qIS ≔ F
−1

(
c(1+𝛽IS𝛿)−s

p−s

)
,

the retailer does not borrow, and qI∗ = min(
qn,

A
c

)
;

2. if A< cqIS, the retailer borrows, his order
quantity qI* and the regulatory capital CI

that the bank is required to hold for the loan
are:

a. if A∈ [AIB, cqIS), qI∗ = qIS ≔
F
−1

(
c(1+𝛽IS𝛿)−s

p−s

)
. CI = 𝛽ISL;

b. if A∈ [AIV , AIB), qI∗ = qIB(A) ≔
(p−s)F−1(1−𝛼)+(1−(1−𝛿)𝛽IS)A

(1−(1−𝛿)𝛽IS)c−s
.

CI = 𝛽ISL = VaR−EL;

c. if A<AIV , qI∗ = qIV ≔ F
−1(

c−s
(p−s)(1−𝛿)

)
. CI = VaR−EL. (𝜆I*,

rI*) satisfies: 𝜆I∗ = 1 − A
cqI∗ and

rI* = rI(𝜆I*; 𝛿), where rI* < rbc
(𝜆I*) for A> 0.

At a high level, the retailer’s financing strategy when fac-

ing an IRB bank is similar to that when facing a standardized

bank. That is, the retailer only borrows from the IRB bank

when A is not sufficiently high. However, in the borrow-

ing region (A< cqIS), the retailer’s order quantity under the

IRB approach, as shown in Figure 5, is more sensitive to the

retailer’s initial asset compared to that under the standard-

ized approach. This is due to how the regulatory capital is

calculated under the IRB approach. Specifically, when the

retailer’s initial asset is reasonably high (A≥AIB), the VaR

of the loan is very low. Thus, the regulatory capital CI is

determined by 𝛽ISL, which is structurally similar to the cap-

ital required by the standardized bank (CS = 𝛽SL). However,

as 𝛽IS <𝛽S, compared to the standardized approach, the IRB
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FIGURE 5 Retailer’s equilibrium order quantity and expected profit under

Pareto dominant loan terms. Blue dashed lines correspond to the results

under the standardized approach, and black solid lines to those under the

IRB approach. Parameter values for the above figure: p = 1.5, c = 1, s = 0.3,

𝛽IS = 1%, 𝛽S = 8%, 𝛼 = 99.9%, demand follows an exponential distribution

with mean 10 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

approach leads to a lower interest rate, and consequently a

higher order quantity, that is, qIS > qS. As a result, the IRB

loan also induces the retailer to borrow under a larger region

of initial asset (A< cqIS). At the other extreme, when the

initial asset is extremely low (A<AIV ), the loan becomes sig-

nificantly riskier, and hence the regulatory capital CI for each

loan equals VaR−EL, which is more sensitive to the order

quantity q than not only 𝛽ISL, but also 𝛽SL. Thus, the retailer’s

inventory in this region, qIV , is even smaller than qS under

the standardized approach. In between (A∈ (AIV , AIB)), the

amount of regulatory capital calculated by VaR−EL is equal

to that calculated by 𝛽ISL, and the retailer’s order quantity

qIB(A) depends directly on the asset level A, laying between

qIV and qIS. Finally, we note that similar to the loan terms

under the standardized approach, under the IRB approach,

(𝜆I*, rI*) also falls in the interior of the binding credit limit

region, confirming that under the IRB approach, the inventory

advance rate is also necessary to lead the retailer to choose

the order quantity that maximizes his expected profit.

5.3 Retailer’s preference between standardized
and IRB banks

Based on the retailer’s inventory decision when borrowing

from either a standardized or an IRB bank, the following

result presents the retailer’s preference between the two types

of banks by comparing the retailer’s expected profit under the

two types of banks when the retailer has access to both types

of banks.

Proposition 4 With access to both a stan-
dardized bank and an IRB bank with the same
cost of capital 𝛿, ∃ÂP, ÂQ where ÂP ≤ ÂQ ≤
AIB, such that:

1. The retailer prefers to borrow from the IRB
bank if and only if A ∈ (ÂP, cqIS).

2. The retailer’s order quantity when borrow-
ing from the IRB bank is greater than that
when borrowing from the standardized bank
if and only if A ∈ (ÂQ, cqIS).

ÂP increases in the IRB bank’s confidence
level (𝛼) and minimum capital adequacy ratio
(𝛽IS), and decreases in the standardized bank’s
capital adequacy ratio (𝛽S).

As illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 5, Proposition 4

reveals that when the retailer’s asset level is sufficiently low

(A < ÂP), he prefers to borrow from standardized banks,

and this also results in a higher order quantity. On the other

hand, IRB banks are preferred by retailers with relatively

high asset levels (A ∈ (ÂP, cqIS)). However, in this situa-

tion, borrowing from IRB banks does not necessarily lead to

a higher amount of inventory, which proxies consumer wel-

fare. Specifically, when A ∈ [ÂQ, cqIS), the retailer’s banking

preference coincidences with inventory efficiency. Thus, the

retailer’s preference and consumer welfare are consistent.

However, for A ∈ (ÂP, ÂQ), while the retailer still prefers

the IRB bank, consumers benefit more if the retailer actually

borrows from the standardized bank. This discrepancy orig-

inates from the underlying drivers of the retailer’s profit and

order decision. While both are influenced by financing costs,

the retailer’s profit is a reflection of the cumulative financ-

ing cost, while order quantity is driven by the marginal one.

For low-risk retailers, the regulatory capital requirement is

lower under the IRB approach (𝛽ISL), resulting in a higher

net margin (operational margin net financing cost), and hence

a higher order quantity. As a result, in this region, the IRB

loan becomes increasingly more advantageous in terms of the

retailer’s profit as the retailer’s asset level decreases. How-

ever, as the retailer becomes riskier, the regulatory capital

under the IRB approach (VaR−EL) becomes more sensi-

tive to the underlying risk, quickly lowering the retailer’s

net margin and the order quantity. As the retailer’s payoff

is less sensitive to this marginal effect, the IRB loan man-

ages to maintain its advantage in the retailer’s profit for A ∈
(ÂP, ÂQ), but this advantage eventually disappears as the

retailer’s risk increases.

Besides the retailer’s own risk profile (i.e., initial asset

level), parameters related to banking regulation also influ-

ence the retailer’s preference toward the two types of banks.

For example, a tightening requirement under the standardized

approach (greater 𝛽S) or a loosening requirement under the

IRB approach (smaller 𝛼 or 𝛽IS) will make the IRB bank more

attractive by enlarging the region wherein the IRB bank is

preferred.

To quantify the economic impact of the retailer’s choice

between standardized and IRB banks, we conduct a cali-

brated numerical study. When choosing banking regulatory

parameters, we set 𝛽S = 8%, 𝛽IS = 0.1%, and 𝛼 = 99.9%

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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TABLE 1 Calibrated parameters

Profit margins
Scenarios 25th 50th 75th
Low variability (cv = 1.16) 0.28 0.46 0.67

Medium variability (cv = 1.38) 0.19 0.29 0.44

High variability (cv = 1.62) 0.17 0.23 0.33

according to Basel Committee (2006). The banks’ cost of

capital is set to be 5% according to Damodaran (2018).

On the operations side, calibrating a newsvendor model

requires both demand distribution and profit margin. For

demand distribution, we follow Jain et al. (2021), who use

the A. C. Nielsen Homescan panel data set over 2004–2009

to estimate the monthly coefficient of variation (cv) for log-

normal distribution across various industries. As in Jain et al.

(2021), we classify industries into three groups characterized

by low, medium, and high levels of cv. According to the esti-

mate in Jain et al. (2021), we use the 25th, 50th, and 75th

percentile of the monthly cv across all industries as the rep-

resentative cv for low (cv = 2.01), medium (cv = 2.39), and

high (cv = 2.80) scenarios. Next, we transform monthly cv
into quarterly cv by assuming independence of demand across

months. For example, in the low scenario, monthly cv of 2.01

corresponds to quarterly cv of
2.01√

3
= 1.16. Similarly, in the

medium scenario, quarterly cv = 2.39√
3
= 1.38, and in the high

scenario, quarterly cv = 2.8√
3
= 1.62.

For profit margin, we use the Worldscope 2004–2009 data

set, which contains quarterly financial information for 30 622

public firms across 899 industries. We focus on the 105 indus-

tries considered in Jain et al. (2021), with 3271 firms and

46 296 observations on firm-quarter financials. We estimate

quarterly profit margin for the three industry groups char-

acterized by low, medium, and high levels of cv as detailed

above. For firms within each cv group, we use “revenues

(R)” and “costs of goods sold (COGS)” to construct quar-

terly profit margin = (R−COGS)/R for each firm that belong

to the industries in the low group. Next, a firm-level rep-

resentative profit margin is obtained by taking the median

of profit margin across various quarters. Finally, we use the

25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of profit margin across firms

within this cv group as the representative profit margins for

this group. Table 1 presents the calibrated operational param-

eters. As profit margin = (p− c)/(p− s), we can roughly infer

sales price p from profit margin.9

Figure 6 presents the relative profit difference between

standardized and IRB banks across low, medium, and high

cv industry groups based on the above parameters. Rel-

ative profit difference (y-axis) is defined as the firm’s

profit difference between standardized and IRB banks as a

percentage of the firm’s profit under standardized banks, that

is, (ΠS −ΠI)/ΠS. Therefore, this value is positive (negative)

9We assume s = 0 as most of the industries we consider belong to the

perishable food and beverage category.

when the firm’s optimal banking choice is standardized (IRB)

banks. We use this measure to quantify the economic impact

of choosing standardized and IRB banks. On the x-axis, we

normalize the firm’s initial asset A by the amount of capi-

tal the firm would need to finance the unconstrained level of

inventory, that is, cqIS. As shown, across different demand

variabilities and profit margins, it is robust that firms with

asset (A) approximately less than 80% of the financially

unconstrained procurement cost (cqIS) would prefer standard-

ized banks over IRB banks. In general, the potential benefit of

using a standardized loan (up to 30%) is much more econom-

ically significant than the potential benefit of using an IRB

loan (1%). This asymmetry suggests that it is more crucial

for the more financially constrained firms (low A) to borrow

from a standardized bank than the less financially constrained

firms borrowing from an IRB one.

Further, we note that the relative benefit of using a stan-

dardized bank varies significantly across different scenarios.

In general, choosing standardized banks is most beneficial for

industries with severe capital constraints, volatile demands,

and low profit margins. For example, for a firm in the low cv
group, the maximum relative advantage of using a standard-

ized banks (when A = 0) is below 5% when the firm’s profit

margin is high (0.67), but jumps to more than 15% for firms

with low profit margins. This is because when profit mar-

gin increases, the loan’s risk decreases. As the IRB approach

is more risk-sensitive than the standardized approach, the

financing cost of IRB banks drops more significantly than

standardized banks when profit margin increases, thus nar-

rowing their performance gap. Similarly, a decrease in cv
also reduces the risk of the loan. According to the calibrated

parameters shown in Table 1, industries with lower cv also

tend to have higher profit margin. Therefore, industries in the

high cv group, such as cereal breakfast foods, chicken eggs,

creamery butter, pet food, and paper products, are of high risk.

The relative advantage of standardized banks over IRB banks

in this group can be as high as 30%. However, industries in

the low cv group, such as manufactured ice, lamp bulbs, elec-

tronics, perfumes, and cosmetics, are of low risk. The relative

advantage of standardized banks over IRB banks in the low

cv group reduces to less than 16%.

Finally, note that in Figure 6, we assume that the cost

of capital (𝛿) is the same between standardized banks and

IRB ones. In practice, due to the size advantage and superior

risk management capability, IRB banks may enjoy a lower

cost of capital than standardized banks. To evaluate how

this difference could influence the firm’s preference between

standardized and IRB banks, we calculate the standardized

banks’ cost of capital (𝛿S) under which the firm is indifferent

between borrowing from standardized and from IRB banks

with 𝛿I = 5%. As shown in Figure 7, the most financially

constrained firms (A close to zero), regardless of the firm’s

demand volatility and profit margin, would prefer borrowing

from standardized banks as long as 𝛿S is less than 50%, which

far exceeds any realistic estimate of banks’ cost of capital.
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FIGURE 6 Relative profit difference between standardized and IRB banks under lognormal distribution. Relative profit difference defined as (ΠS −ΠI)/ΠS,

where ΠS (ΠI) is the firm’s profit when borrowing from a standardized bank (an IRB bank). cqIS is the asset level above which the firm does not borrow. (A)

Low cv (1.16). (B) Low cv (1.38). (C) Low cv (1.62) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Thus, for those firms, standardized banks would remain as

the preferred funding source even when their cost of capi-

tal is marginally higher than that of the IRB bank. However,

for less financially constrained firms, a reasonably high 𝛿S

could nudge them to choose borrowing from IRB banks. For

example, when 𝛿S increases to 0.25, the proportion of firms

favor standardized banks drops by 10%, and the rate of such

drop increases as 𝛿S increases. This suggests that small stan-

dardized banks with deteriorating performances, which face

increasing cost of capital 𝛿S, are more likely to lose loan

customers to large IRB banks.

5.4 Regulatory capital as a source of financial friction

Before closing this section, we note a connection between

the above equilibrium quantities and those under an alterna-

tive game where the retailer first decides the order quantity

and corresponding loan amount, and the bank then follows by

competitively charging an interest rate (Xu & Birge, 2004).

By removing corporate tax and replacing the bankruptcy cost

in Xu and Birge (2004) by the bank’s RAROC and regulatory

capital consideration, we can calculate that under the alter-

native game, the retailer’s payoff under order quantity q is:

(p − s) ∫ q
0

F(u)du − (c − s)q − 𝛿Cj for j = S, I, where CS (or

CI) is the regulatory capital that the bank is required to hold

for the loan under the standardized (or IRB) approach.10

Corollary 3 The retailer’s order quantity
under the Pareto dominant loan term (𝜆j*, rj*)

for j = S, I satisfies

qj∗ = arg max
q

(p − s)∫
q

0

F(u)du − (c − s)q − 𝛿Cj, (10)

where CS = 𝛽S(A− cq)+ and CI = max(𝛽IS(A−
cq)+, VaR−EL).

As Corollary 3 reveals, the retailer’s order quantity under

the Pareto dominant loan term is also optimal under the

alternative game where the bank responds to the retailer’s

10We refer the readers to Appendix B for details.

order quantity by setting the interest rate competitively. In

fact, we can also show that the equilibrium interest rates under

these two games are also the same. Nevertheless, the loan

terms that lead to this decision under these two formulations

depend crucially on the sequence of the events. Specifically,

when the bank has the flexibility to react to the retailer’s order

quantity, interest rate is the only lever needed to prevent the

retailer from over-borrowing. However, when the bank needs

to set the loan terms before the retailer’s ordering decision,

the bank needs to use inventory advance rate together with

interest rate to induce the same inventory decision from the

retailer. This is reflected by the fact that the Pareto dominant

loan terms lay within the interior of the binding credit limit

region. This result complements the extant literature on the

role of inventory advance rate (e.g., Alan & Gaur, 2018) by

proposing an alternative explanation on the widespread usage

of a quantity lever (inventory advance rate) in addition to the

price one (interest rate) for asset-based loans.

In addition, through the retailer’s payoff under the alterna-

tive game formulation, we can clearly observe that when the

banks offer the Pareto dominant loan terms, the fundamental

market imperfection that prevents the retailer from achieving

the financial unconstrained inventory level (qn) is the require-

ment of regulatory capital (CS or CI) and the cost associated

to it (𝛿). This corresponds to our observation that the retailer’s

payoff function under the alternative formulation is identical

to the classic newsvendor one when 𝛿Cj = 0. The fact that the

regulatory capital serves as a form of financial friction has two

implications. First, despite the fact that the intention of impos-

ing regulatory capital is to improve the stability of the global

banking system, it also has the unintended consequence of

aggravating the already heavy financial burden faced by small

businesses and distorting their operational decisions.

Second, regulatory capital as a financial friction affects the

retailer’s order quantity differently from other well-studied

market frictions, such as bankruptcy cost. As shown by

Xu and Birge (2004), when borrowing a risky loan, the

retailer’s inventory quantity in the presence of bankruptcy

cost continues to drop as the retailer’s asset level decreases.

However, with regulatory capital as the sole form of financial

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 7 Standardized Bank’s cost of capital (𝛿S) under which the retailer is indifferent between standardized and IRB banks with 𝛿I = 5%. (A) Low cv
(1.16). (B) Low cv (1.38). (C) Low cv (1.62) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

friction, due to its specific form, the retailer’s inventory deci-

sion is independent of his asset level when A is sufficiently

small, specifically, when A< cqS with standardized banks,

and A<AIV with IRB banks. This suggests that while the

retailer’s profit is still sensitive to his asset level in this region,

consumers can enjoy a relatively reliable service level when

regulatory capital is the main source of financial friction.

6 EXTENSIONS

In the above section, given that the bank’s RAROC criterion

is satisfied, we assume that the bank acts in the interest of

the retailer when offering the loan terms. However, in prac-

tice, the bank’s choice of loan terms may be subject to other

considerations. In this section, we consider two of such con-

siderations: when the bank is subject to a cap on interest rate,

and when the bank’s incentive is to maximize her loan size

(empire building).

6.1 Impact of interest rate cap

In practice, bank are often subject to interest rate regula-

tions and cannot freely charge interest rates. Indeed, a 2014

World Bank review found that at least 76 countries, includ-

ing both developing and developed ones, impose limits on

interest rates (Maimbo & Gallegos, 2014). Motivated by this

phenomenon, this section examines the impact of an interest

rate cap on the retailer’s inventory decision and preference

between standardized and IRB banks. Specifically, we assume

that while the bank still acts in the interest of the retailer, the

interest rate that the bank charges cannot exceed an exogenous

interest rate cap r.

Proposition 5 For a standardized bank, there
exists rS

c > 𝛽S𝛿 and A
S
c < cqS such that

1. For r ≥ rS
c , the interest rate cap has no

impact on the loan term and the inventory
level.

2. For r ∈ [𝛽S𝛿, rS
c),

a. If A ≥ A
S
c , the interest rate cap

has no impact on the loan term
and the inventory level.

b. If A < A
S
c , the bank offers interest

rate r and inventory advance rate
𝜆

S∗
, which satisfy rS(𝜆

S∗
; 𝛿) = r.

In this region, the retailer’s order
quantity qS∗ increases in r and A.

3. For r < 𝛽S𝛿, the bank does not lend to any
retailer.

Proposition 5 shows that, intuitively, the impact of an inter-

est rate cap becomes more severe as the interest rate regulation

is tightened (smaller r). In particular, when r is sufficiently

large, the interest rate cap has no impact on the loan terms

that the retailer faces, as well as his own inventory decision

and profit. As r drops below the unconstrained equilibrium

rate rS*, to maintain her own RAROC level, the bank tightens

the amount that she is willing to lend by decreasing the inven-

tory advance rate. Correspondingly, the retailer’s inventory

increases in the interest rate cap. Furthermore, recall from

Proposition 2 that without the interest rate cap, the retailer’s

inventory quantity qS* = qS, which is independent of A. This

is because as A decreases, the bank simultaneously increases

the interest rate and inventory advance rate to maintain her

own RAROC as well as the retailer’s margin. However, in the

presence of r, without the interest rate as an effective lever

to control RAROC, the bank needs to lower 𝜆 in response to

smaller A, leading to a smaller inventory level. Finally, when

the interest rate cap further decreases to be smaller than 𝛽S𝛿,

all retailers are rejected by the lending market.

Proposition 6 For an IRB bank, there exists
rI

c and A
I
c < A

S
c such that the bank sets the inter-

est rate equals r if and only if r ∈ (𝛽IS𝛿, rI
c)

and A ≤ A
I
c.

Proposition 6 shows that the impact of an interest rate cap

on an IRB bank follows a similar structure as on a standard-

ized bank. That is, the bank’s interest rate is constrained at

the cap r when the retailer’s initial asset is smaller than a

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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threshold. However, this threshold under the IRB loan, A
I
c, is

smaller than that under the standardized one (A
S
c). This high-

lights that everything else being equal, fewer retailers will be

adversely affected under IRB banks than standardized banks.

This is because the more risk-sensitive IRB approach results

in a lower interest rate for low-risk retailers, making them less

likely to be affected by a stringent interest rate cap.

The above results alert regulators that while the purpose

of imposing interest rate caps is often to improve access

to financing for small firms (Maimbo & Gallegos, 2014),

the actual effect of interest rate caps might be the opposite.

The negative impact is particularly notable when the banks

that they regulate mainly adopt the more basic standardized

approach in loan pricing.

6.2 Impact of bank’s empire building incentive

In the above analysis, when satisfying the banks’ RAROC cri-

terion, we mainly focus on the case in which the bank offers

the loan term that is most beneficial for the retailer. However,

in practice, banks may have other self-serving incentives. For

example, it is well documented that loan officers, who are

responsible for loan origination, often receive compensation

packages that are positively correlated with the loan amount

they have generated, therefore, fostering the pursuit of loan

size (Berg et al., 2013). In our model, such empire building

incentives mean the bank will offer the specific loan term that

induces the maximum loan size along the RAROC indiffer-

ence curve. Clearly, this specific loan term corresponds to

the intersection of rbc(𝜆), which is the boundary that sepa-

rates the binding credit limit region and the non-binding credit

limit region, and the RAROC indifference curve (rS(𝜆; 𝛿)

for the standardized bank and rI(𝜆; 𝛿) for the IRB bank).

Corollary 1 and Proposition 1 guarantee the existence and

uniqueness of this intersection.11 Thus, it is clear that under

the same approach (standardized or IRB), compared with the

case where banks offer the loan term that maximizes the

retailer’s payoff, the empire building incentive results in a

higher interest rate and a higher inventory advance rate. This

will increase the retailer’s loan amount and order quantity, but

decrease the retailer’s expected profit. However, it is less clear

how such empire building behavior influences the retailer’s

preference between a standardized bank and an IRB one.

Proposition 7 Under the bank’s empire
building incentive, ∃ÂL

P > ÂP such that the
retailer strictly prefers to borrow from an IRB
bank if and only if his initial asset A ∈
(ÂL

P, cqIS).

Proposition 7 shows that directionally, the retailer’s

preference between the standardized bank and the IRB one

11Under this interest rate, a higher inventory advance rate does not generate

a larger loan amount as the loan term will fall in the non-binding credit limit

region.

is not influenced by banks’ empire building incentive, that

is, a low-risk retailer prefers the IRB bank and a high-risk

one favors the standardized bank. However, compared with

the case in which banks act in the interest of the retailer, a

retailer with A ∈ (ÂP, ÂL
P] changes his banking preference

from an IRB bank to a standardized bank under banks’ empire

building behaviors. This is because the banks’ empire build-

ing incentive increases the riskiness of the loan. As such, the

marginal regulatory capital that the bank is required to hold

under the more risk-sensitive IRB approach is greater than

that under the standardized approach for a retailer with an

intermediate initial asset level (A ∈ (ÂP, ÂL
P]), thus shifting

the retailer’s preference to the standardized bank. Based on

this result, we hypothesize that in cases where banks are more

likely to have an empire building incentive, small standard-

ized banks might take up a larger share in the overall lending

market.

7 CONCLUSION

Despite its prevalence in practice, inventory financing under

the RAROC criterion is under-studied in the OM-Finance

interface literature. In this article, by explicitly modeling the

bank’s loan term and the retailer’s inventory decision, we cap-

ture the operational implications of the RAROC criterion and

the specific approaches whereby RAROC is calculated. In

particular, we find that as a form of financial friction, RAROC

and regulatory capital affect inventory decisions in a fash-

ion different from other financial frictions, such as cost of

financial distress. Thus, it is important that managers take

them into consideration when making operational decisions.

In addition, the exact capital regulation approach (standard-

ized vs. IRB) determines retailers’ banking choice. Our results

reveal that high-risk retailers prefer to borrow from stan-

dardized banks, where they enjoy lower financing costs and

are able to stock more inventory for future demand. On the

other hand, low-risk retailers should finance from IRB banks.

Our calibrated numerical study suggests that the economic

impact of choosing the wrong type of bank can be signifi-

cant. Finally, we show that various other considerations will

also impact retailers’ banking preference. Our results indicate

that in cases where banks face stringent interest rate caps and

are not aggressive in empire building, IRB banks will become

more favorable. Combining analytical results and numeri-

cal studies, this article offers practical guidance on how to

choose between standardized and IRB banks, along with the

corresponding economic impacts for various industries under

different banking conditions.

As the first article to incorporate RAROC and regulatory

capital in the context of operations, this research can be

extended along different dimensions. For example, the impli-

cations of RAROC and regulatory capital may spill over to

upstream manufacturers/suppliers in the supply chain, affect-

ing these parties’ contracting decisions (e.g., the manufacturer
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may offer different wholesale prices to low-risk retailers

borrowing from IRB banks and high-risk retailers borrow-

ing from standardized banks), affecting their performances

and the efficiency of the entire supply chain. In addition,

empirical studies on retailers’ banking choices under different

operational and financial conditions can also be a promis-

ing topic. Finally, for tractability, we focus on a single-period

model. While we anticipate the managerial insights remain

unchanged, extending the model to a multi-period setting

could potentially lead to richer results.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF NOTATION

Notation used in the article is summarized in Table A1. We

use subscript n, bf , bn, and bc to represent cases when the

retailer does not borrow, borrows a risk-free loan, borrows a

risky loan and bank’s credit limit is non-binding, and borrows

a risky loan and bank’s credit limit is binding. We further use

superscript S and I to represent standardized approach and

IRB approach, respectively.

APPENDIX B: RETAILER’S PROFIT FUNCTION
UNDER THE ALTERNATIVE GAME

In this section, we show that under the alternative game stud-

ied by Xu and Birge (2004) where the retailer first decides

the order quantity and corresponding loan amount, and the

bank then follows by competitively charging an interest rate,

the retailer’s expected profit under RAROC and regulatory

capital can be obtained by removing corporate tax and replac-

ing bankruptcy cost in Xu and Birge (2004) to the cost of

regulatory capital.

First, we would like to show that the retailer’s expected

profit given by Equation (5) in Xu and Birge (2004) can be

written as the retailer’s expected profit without capital con-

straint minus the bankruptcy cost. Removing corporate tax

(𝜏 = 0) in Equation (5) in Xu and Birge (2004), we have12

E[Π] = ∫
∞

q
pqf(u)du + ∫

q

k(q)
[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du

+ 𝛾 ∫
k(q)

0

[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du − cq

= ∫
∞

q
pqf(u)du + ∫

q

0

[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du

12We also change the notation to ours and add in salvage value.

https://doi.org/10.1002/nav.21988
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TABLE A1 Notation

Parameters

p Retail price

c Inventory’s procurement cost

s Inventory’s salvage value, s< c< p

A Retailer’s initial asset

ũ Uncertain demand, which follows PDF f (⋅), CDF F(⋅), and failure rate z(⋅)

𝛿 Bank’s cost of capital

𝛽S Capital adequacy ratio under standardized approach

𝛽IS Minimum capital adequacy ratio under IRB approach

𝛼 Bank’s confidence level used in calculating VaR under IRB approach

r Interest rate cap

Decisions

q Retailer’s order quantity

r Bank’s interest rate

𝜆 Bank’s inventory advance rate

L Bank’s credit limit: L = 𝜆cq

L Retailer’s loan amount: L = min((cq − A)+,L)

Derived

k(q) Retailer’s default threshold: k(q) = max
(

0, L(1+r)−sq
p−s

)
rn Interest rate boundary above which retailer does not borrow (Lemma 1)

rbf Interest rate boundary such that when r ∈ [rbf , rn), retailer borrows a risk-free loan (Lemma 1)

rbc(𝜆) Interest rate boundary such that when r ∈ [rbc(𝜆), rbf ), retailer borrows a risky loan (Lemma 1)

AIV Asset threshold for retailer’s inventory decision under IRB approach, when A<AIV , qI* = qIV (Proposition 3)

AIB Asset threshold for retailer’s inventory decision under IRB approach, when A∈ [AIV , AIB), qI* = qIB(A) (Proposition 3)

ÂQ Asset threshold above which retailer’s order quantity under IRB approach is greater than that under standardized approach (Proposition 4)

ÂP Asset threshold above which retailer prefers IRB bank (Proposition 4)

ÂL
P Asset threshold above which retailer prefers IRB bank under bank’s empire building incentive (Proposition 7)

A
j
c Asset threshold above which the interest rate cap r has no impact under regulatory approach j∈ {S, I} (Propositions 5 and 6)

Π Retailer’s profit

Rj Bank’s RAROC under regulatory approach j∈ {S, I}

C Bank’s regulatory capital

EL Bank’s expected loss

VaR Bank’s Value-at-Risk at confidence level 𝛼

− cq − (1 − 𝛾)∫
k(q)

0

[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du

= pqF(q) + (p − s)
(
∫

q

0

F(u)du − qF(q)
)

+ sqF(q) − cq − (1 − 𝛾)∫
k(q)

0

[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du

= (p − s)∫
q

0

F(u)du − (c − s)q
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Expected profit without capital constraint

− (1 − 𝛾)∫
k(q)

0

[(p − s)u + sq]f (u)du
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Bankruptcy cost

, (A.1)

where 𝛾 < 1 is the asset recovery rate.

Next, we show that under the alternative game, with

RAROC and regulatory capital replacing bankruptcy cost,

the retailer’s expected profit E[Π] can be written as expected

profit without capital constraint minus cost of regulatory

capital (𝛿Cj for j = S, I). Based on Equation (2), the retailer’s

profit when borrowing under RAROC and regulatory

capital is

Π =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−A for u < k(q)
(p − s)u + sq − L(1 + r) − A for k(q) ≤ u ≤ q
pq − L(1 + r) − A for u > q

.

(A.2)

Taking expectation w.r.t. u, we have the retailer’s expected

profit

E[Π] = ∫
∞

q
[pq − L(1 + r)]f (u)du

+ ∫
q

k(q)
[(p − s)u + sq − L(1 + r)]f (u)du − A

= (p − s)qF(q) − (p − s)k(q)F(k(q))

+ (p − s)∫
q

k(q)
uf(u)du − A

= (p − s)∫
q

0

F(u)du − (p − s)∫
k(q)

0

F(u)du − (cq − L).

(A.3)
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Rearranging the bank’s loan pricing equation under stan-

dardized approach RS(r, 𝜆) = 𝛿 based on Equation (6), we

have

rL − (p − s)
[

k(q) − ∫
k(q)

0

F(u)du
]
= 𝛿𝛽SL, (A.4)

which is

(p − s)∫
k(q)

0

F(u)du = 𝛿𝛽SL − sq + L. (A.5)

Taking Equation (A.5) into Equation (A.3), we have under

standardized approach

E[ΠS] = (p − s)∫
q

0

F(u)du − (c − s)q − 𝛿CS, (A.6)

where CS = 𝛽SL. Comparing with Equation (A.1), E[ΠS] can

be interpreted as expected profit without capital constraint

minus cost of regulatory capital (𝛿CS). Similarly, under IRB

approach, the bank’s loan pricing equation RI(r, 𝜆) = 𝛿 based

on Equation (9) is

rL − (p − s)
[

k(q) − ∫
k(q)

0

F(u)du
]
= 𝛿CI , (A.7)

where CI = max ( VaR−EL, 𝛽ISL ). Taking Equation (A.7)

into Equation (A.3), we have under IRB approach

E[ΠI] = (p − s)∫
q

0

F(u)du − (c − s)q − 𝛿CI . (A.8)

Therefore, under the alternative game, the retailer’s expected

profit under order quantity q is: (p− s) ∫ q
0

F(u)du−(c− s)q−
𝛿Cj for j = S, I, where CS (or CI) is the regulatory capital that

the bank is required to hold for the loan under the standard-

ized (or IRB) approach. This profit function can be obtained

by removing corporate tax and change bankruptcy cost to the

cost of regulatory capital following Equation (5) in Xu and

Birge (2004).


